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On the Duality of Cases and Variables: Correspondence Analysis (CA) and Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA)
R o n a l d L . B r e i g e r
One of the most innovative, most highly developed, and most widely influential strategies for moving beyond the well-worn dichotomy of 'qualitative' versus 'quantitative' approaches to comparative social research is the Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) approach of Charles Ragin (e.g., Ragin, 1987 Ragin, , 2000 ). In this chapter, I build on one of the foundations of QCA: the duality of cases and variables. By 'duality' I mean co-constitution, as in Breiger (1974 Breiger ( , 2000 and Breiger and Mohr (2004) . Within QCA, cases are productively understood as configurations of variables, that is, 'as combinations of aspects and conditions' (Ragin 2000, p. 13) . At the same time, variables may be seen as configurations of cases. This idea, I believe, is fundamental to QCA, although it is not as prominently articulated as the other side of the duality. In this chapter I will illustrate some of the insight that results from thinking in this way, both for crisp sets and for fuzzy-set analysis of the sort that has been pioneered by Ragin, in a way that allows powerful new modeling of qualitative case variation (Ragin 2000, in press ).
Rather than beginning with a section on formal methods, I will organize this chapter around the analysis of two examples: a crisp-set and a fuzzy-set example. To aid comparison, I will re-analyze examples that have been already studied by means of QCA. My purpose is not at all to propose a 'better' approach, but rather to propose a complementary approach, one that asks somewhat different questions and that leads to some new but highly complementary and useful insights.
omit comma (as in original text)
Pp. 243-259 in David Byrne and Charles C. Ragin (eds.) , The SAGE Handbook of Case-Based Methods (SAGE Publications, 2009) 
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CASE-BASED METHODS EXAMPLE 1: ETHNIC POLITICAL MOBILIZATION Ragin (1987, pp. 137-149; 2000, pp. 123-141) takes the example of ethnic political mobilization as a central one for demonstrating the benefits of crisp-set QCA analysis.
As is typical of Charles Ragin's work, the 'example' dataset is both the result of serious scholarship and an occasion for his furthering of substantive research (Ragin bases the central table on his synthesis of data from three different studies; 1987, pp. 137-138) . What have been the configurations of conditions relevant to political mobilization of territorially based linguistic minorities in Western Europe? Four variables are identified, for each of 36 ethnic minorities (some of which are: Magyars in Austria, Basques in France, and Catalans in Spain). The variables are whether the size of the subnational group is large (SIZE), whether its linguistic base is strong (LING), whether the minority region is relatively wealthy (WEALTH) in comparison to the core region of the host nation, and whether the minority region is growing economically (GROWTH) or declining. The dependent variable is the presence of a high degree of political mobilization within the minority region. The data, in the form of a binary table (36 minority groups by five variables), are given in Ragin (1987, p. 141; 2000, p. 124) .
Analysis of necessity
An analysis of necessary conditions (Ragin 2000, pp. 91-102, 131-133) , involves selecting only those cases manifesting the dependent variable, which in this case takes us directly to the 19 cases (ethnic groups) that were coded as having mobilized. This subset of the data is shown in Table 13 .1. Boolean intersections are fundamental to QCA analysis (and their generalization as the 'minimum' of two vectors are at the core of fuzzy-set QCA). One of the main concerns of QCA is the search for minimal combinations of variables (the smallest number of 'configurations') that maximally 'cover' (account for) the cases (see also the discussion of coverage in Ragin, 2006) . Because of the set-theoretic nature of QCA analysis, we may consider a variety of techniques for accomplishing goals that are somewhat similar: Boolean factor analysis (Mickey et al. 1983, De Boeck and Rosenberg 1988) , Galois or 'dual' lattice analysis (Kim 1982 , Mohr and Duquenne 1997 , Mische and Pattison 2000 , Mische 2007 , and correspondence analysis, for example (Breiger [2000] relates correspondence analysis to the concept of duality that is applied here). Notable relations among these techniques are being developed (Pattison and Breiger 2002) . In this chapter, I work with a variety of correspondence analysis (CA). Barycentric correspondence analysis is a form CA that is particularly well suited for analyses performed on Boolean strings and Galois lattices (on the latter point, see Wolf and Gabler 1998, p. 88) . Greenacre (1984) and Le Roux and Rouanet (2004) The second row of Table 13 .1 shows that this group stands at the intersection of LING, WEALTH, and GROWTH. (Note the three '1's in the second row of Table 13 .1.) The barycentric scores for these three variables are (from Table 13 Now, if we take the means of these three variables on each dimension respectively, we obtain -once again -precisely the scores shown above for this ethnic group! For example, on dimension 1, the mean of -1.5717, -0.9391, and 0.7942 is -0.5722, which is the score on dimension 1 given above for the Italian Slovenes; the same is true for the two other dimensions. This definitional property is what makes the barycentric analysis so appealing for working with set-theoretic intersections. The quantitative score for each ethnic group is (given a somewhat unconventional, but quite appropriate, interpretation of the mean) at the 'intersection' of the causal conditions that, so to speak, comprise the case. In this sense, using a dictionary definition of the term barycentric, each case is placed at 'the center of gravity' of the causal conditions that constitute it (for further discussion, see the Appendix at the end of the chapter).
As Table 13 .1 has nineteen rows but only four columns, a correspondence analysis using three dimensions is sufficient to reproduce the data table completely. This quality renders our example particularly easy to interpret using barycentric CA. In more general situations, where there are more than four causal conditions, the analysis becomes more complex but still leads to portrayals of the space of cases and causal conditions that can be quite helpful to an analyst. One technique that helps in these more complex situations is to use what CA analysts call 'disjunctive coding,' that is, to code each case not only on each condition it manifests, but (doubling the number of conditions) also on each condition it does not manifest. I will use This number is -1.5717
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CASE-BASED METHODS disjunctive coding in a 'sufficiency' analysis of the ethnic mobilization data, but for the 'necessity' analysis disjunctive coding is not necessary. Figure 13 .1 portrays the nineteen ethnic minority groups and the four causal conditions in a two-dimensional space. This represents a reduction of the data (albeit not much of one, as the first dimension accounts for 73% of the 'inertia' or association in the table, and the second dimension accounts for an additional 17%). Quite a few of the ethnic groups are plotted at exactly the same coordinates. These four sets of 'equivalent'cases are labeled A, B, C, and D in Figure 13 .1, and the memberships of these sets are defined in Table 13 .3. (Astute readers of Table 13 .3 will note that the sets of ethnic minorities grouped together in sets B, C, and D are internally homogeneous across all four variables, whereas those grouped together in setAare all fluent, wealthy, and one of either large or growing. The special features of set A will be further discussed below.)
The first dimension of Figure 13 .1 contrasts LING and WEALTH, on the left of the diagram, with GROWTH and SIZE, on the right. The diagram helps the analyst to see the cases as intersections of the causal conditions. For example, ethnic groups in set D (defined in Table 13 .3) manifest both GROWTH and SIZE, and none of the other conditions. That is why set D is located precisely at the coordinates of GROWTH and SIZE in Figure 13 .1. Minority groups in set C manifest GROWTH and SIZE, and also WEALTH; hence these groups are located precisely on the line that connects GROWTH and SIZE to WEALTH in Figure 13 .1 (and these cases in set C are precisely twice as close to GROWTH = SIZE as they are to WEALTH). Similarly, Figure 13 .1 Barycentric CA on linguistic minorities data, necessity analysis, first two dimensions (see Table 13 .3 for definitions of 'A', 'B', 'C', 'D'). the Belgian Walloons exhibit GROWTH and SIZE, and also LING; therefore, this group lies precisely on the line connecting LING to GROWTH and SIZE. The Finnish Aalanders exhibit WEALTH and LING; therefore, they are located in Figure 13 .1 on the line connecting these two causal conditions, at a point precisely halfway between WEALTH and LING. The ethnic groups in set B exhibit all four conditions. Therefore, the barycentric correspondence analysis has placed set B on the line connecting GROWTH and SIZE to the Aalanders (who are positioned at the intersection of LING and WEALTH), precisely half-way between these points. Set B is also at the intersection of the line connecting WEALTH to the Walloons (= GROWTH, SIZE, LING) and the line connecting LING to set C (= GROWTH, SIZE, WEALTH).
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As I have already mentioned, the twodimensional barycentric CA portrayal of Table 13 .1 provides a reduction of the mobilization data. I would like to think of this 'reduction' as very loosely analogous to the kinds of 'probabilistic criteria' that Ragin develops and brings to bear in crispset QCA analysis. Given that Figure 13 .1 is a reduction of the data, what has been lost from the picture of Figure 13 .1? We can find out by examining the third dimension. Figure 13 .2 plots the third dimension against the first. Only four of the ethnic groups, along with two causal factors, have nonzero scores on the third dimension. This new dimension separates GROWTH and SIZE, which are in fact not identical with respect to the groups that manifest them. (Compare the respective columns for GROWTH and SIZE in to identical, however, which is why their coordinates are identical across the first two dimensions of the reduced diagram of Figure 13 .1. Figure 13 .2 shows the difference: the Italian Slovenes and Valdotians (set A1 of Table 13 .3) manifest LING and WEALTH and GROWTH, whereas the Finnish Swedes and Italian South Tyroleans (set A2) manifest LING and WEALTH and SIZE. The four groups just mentioned are the ones that comprise set A of Figure 13 .1. Moreover, the Italian Slovenes and Valdotians lie precisely on the line (in Figure 13 .2) connecting GROWTH to the Aalanders. Why? Because the Aalanders are constituted precisely by LING and WEALTH. (Furthermore, these two Italian groups are precisely one-third of the distance between the Aalanders and GROWTH. Why? Because the Aalanders have two causal conditions shared by the Italian groups, whereas GROWTH is the third condition.)
In his discussion of the necessity criterion as it pertains to the political mobilization data, Ragin (2000, pp. 131-132) points out that there is no single cause (and therefore no combination of causes) that is uniformly present in the outcome, and hence no necessary conditions can be identified. GROWTH and SIZE come the closest; each is present in 16 of the 19 cases. As Ragin points out at some length, one might well consider probabilistic criteria in the investigation of necessity. But even if the cases were independent of one another (an assumption to which I will return) and the underlying probability of a case manifesting GROWTH (let's say) were as low as 0.65, the binomial probability of observing sixtee 'successes' in nineteen cases would be above 0.05 (Ragin 2000, p. 132) .
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I see little reason, however, to assume that the nineteen cases of ethnic political mobilization are statistically 'independent' of one another, which is the key assumption involved in Ragin's extensive reliance on binomial reasoning and its generalizations. We see from Figure 13 .2 that there are four cases that exhibit one of GROWTH and SIZE, but not both. (Each of the remaining fifteen cases manifest either both of these causes or neither of them.) An important point that is revealed in Figure 13 .1 is that all four of these exceptions (Slovenes, Valdotians, and South Tyroleans in Italy, and Swedes in Finland; set A in Figure 13 .1) manifest both LING and WEALTH. It is this commonality among the four exceptional cases that (so to speak) motivates the barycentric analysis to identify GROWTH and SIZE in the diagram (Figure 13 .1) that accounts for 90% of the inertia (or 'association') in Table 13 .1.
In brief: nothing I have said changes the truth of Ragin's conclusion (2000, p. 132) that no causal combination is necessary for the outcome, according to the veristic criterion. Moreover, I am not proposing a new probabilistic criterion. I am pointing out that, descriptively, the analyst's identification of GROWTH and SIZE accounts for 90% of the inertia in the outcomes dataset, and that the four cases that have only one of GROWTH or SIZE also have both of LING and WEALTH, and in this sense are not best thought of as independent cases. If the analyst were willing to construct a new variable, defined as {GROWTH or SIZE}, then this new variable would be present in eighteen of the nineteen cases that manifest the outcome of political mobilization. Applying the binomial calculation that Ragin (2000, p. 132) discusses, but to the set-theoretic union of GROWTH and SIZE, then if the underlying probability of a case manifesting one of these variables were as low as 0.65, the binomial probability of observing eighteen 'successes' in nineteen cases would be 0.003, which is considerably below 0.05
To summarize: in no sense has the barycentric analysis 'supplanted' the crispset QCA analysis of necessity. However, the barycentric analysis had provided a very useful aid toward visualizing the cases as intersections and/or unions of the causal conditions. Moreover, it has constructed a common 'space' that allows the researcher to visualize the cases and the causes within the same diagram. Finally, the barycentric analysis has made it clear that, in this dataset, GROWTH and SIZE are causal conditions that treat the cases in very much the same way.
Analysis of sufficiency
The analysis of sufficiency (Ragin 2000, pp. 92-102, 132-141) is the study of whether a postulated set of configurations of variables always (or 'almost' always, in the case of approximate solutions) leads to the outcome in question (the mobilization of ethnic groups, in our example). Table 13 .4 shows all thirtysix cases, with disjunctive coding applied (the final column of Table 13 .4 will be discussed later). For example, the South Tyroleans in Italy (fourth up from the bottom in Table 13 .4) are large, fluent, wealthy, not growing, and mobilized -hence the '1' entries in the columns labeled SIZE, LING, WEALTH, MOBZ, and 'growth' in Table 13 .4, where lower -case labels (like 'growth') represent the absence of a given condition. Thus, each row of Table 13 .4 has five entries of '1', with the corresponding case being accounted for (with respect to presence or absence) on each variable, including the dependent variable. Figure 13 .3 displays the two-dimensional barycentric CA solution for the Table 13 .4 data. Variables, which are circled in the figure, are shown in single upper-case letters (such as 'M' for mobilization), and their complements are shown in lower-case and with the complement symbol (such as '∼m' for the absence of mobilization). Notice that the barycentric solution, given the disjunctive coding of cases (Table 13 .4), imposes that each variable and its complement are connected by a straight line through the origin of the plot, indicating that they have a cosine (correlation) of -1.00. It is notable that the first dimension of the plot is, in this example, essentially synonymous with mobilization 
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CASE-BASED METHODS Ragin (1987, p. 141; 2000, p. 124) .
(see the straight line connecting M with ∼m). All the cases manifesting mobilization have scores greater than 0 on dimension 1 of Figure 13 .3, and all cases with no mobilization have scores less than 0. Cases evidencing mobilization are indicated as intersections of variables. For example, 'LWG' stands for those ethnic groups which have mobilized and which also manifest fluency (L) and wealth (W) and growth (G), as well as the absence of large size (∼s). A complete enumeration of these groups is provided in the final column of Heading is complete; thank you. independent variables are on the same side of the Figure 13 .3 plot as is the dependent variable; all have dimension 1 scores greater than 0, as do all the cases manifesting the dependent variable. S and G clearly cluster together. To see this, draw a line from each of these variables to the origin, and note that the angle so formed is small (which means that the cosine, or correlation among these variables, is large and positive). A similar, not quite so strong, result obtains for L and W: the angle formed by connecting both of these points to the origin is acute, indicating a positive association among these variables across the thirty-six cases. From Figure 13 .3 it can be seen that all cases manifesting mobilization are at the intersection of variables SG and/or LW. This is the key result of the QCA sufficiency analysis. In this example (other examples are not guaranteed to produce such felicitous analytical outcomes) this QCA result is in accord with the barycentric CA analysis, although the latter was not designed to produce it. At the same time, a somewhat different, though compatible, interpretation is suggested by Figure 13 .3. Following interpretive procedures suggested by Goodman (1996) , let us project each of the cases onto the line connecting the variables Mobilization (M) and its complement (∼m). These projections are shown in Figure 13 .3 as lines intersecting line M.∼m at right angles. From the plot, we see that cases manifesting all four independent
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF CASE-BASED METHODS Goodman's (1996) interpretive procedures would identify as the strongest positive association with mobilization (because the projection of LWSG onto the line M.∼m is closest to M). Next, any combination of three of these variables (SWG, SGL, LWG, SLW) has the next-highest association with M. Finally, two intersections each entailing two variables (SG and LW, the QCA sufficiency configurations) also are seen to have positive association with mobilization, although this is association of a magnitude less than that of the threeand four-variable configurations. All other configurations, those with scores less than 0 on dimension 1, have negative association with mobilization ('negative' in the sense brought out in Goodman's 1996 discussion of procedures for interpreting plots such as this one). The line of reasoning undertaken in this paragraph provides further support for the QCA finding that SG and LW are the minimal configurations needed to demarcate the set of cases exhibiting mobilization from those in which mobilization is absent. A more general point is illustrated by the projections discussed in the preceding paragraph. We have just seen that the CA allows us to speak of configurations that are more or less associated with the outcome variable, mobilization, even in a crisp-set analysis such as this one. Cases (such as Flemings in Belgium) manifesting all four independent variables are seen in this example to have a higher positive association with mobilization than do cases that have only three variables, and these cases have a higher association with mobilization than do cases manifesting only SG or LW. These and similar points are developed further in the Appendix to this chapter, which shows why the association scores on Mobilization, which are given for all cases in Table A-1, are consistent with the geometric interpretation of the projections in Figure 13 .3. The main finding of interest here is that we may use correspondence analysis to discover 'strong' versus 'weak' association of both cases and causal combinations with the outcome variable in a crisp-set analysis.
variables (LWSG) have what

EXAMPLE 2: DEMOCRACY IN INTERWAR EUROPE
Ragin (in press) provides fundamental new conceptualization and development of QCA using fuzzy sets (or fsQCA). I believe that the ideas of the previous example can be extended to aid in thinking about this new work. I will illustrate using the same dataset that Ragin (in press) takes as his example. The outcome variable is breakdown of democracy in eighteen European countries in the inter-war period. The potentially causal conditions are fuzzy-coded membership in being developed (D), urban (U), literate (L), industrial (I), and unstable (N).
These five variables suggest 2 5 = 32 combinations at the 'corners' of the vector space formed by the causal conditions. In brief, these 'corners' so to speak stake out the limits of the fuzzy-space of variables (but see Section 2.1 of Ragin [in press ] for a more complete discussion and for the relation of this space to the pillars of Ragin's analysis, including the concept of calibration and correspondence between vector space corners and truth table rows). However, some of these thirty-two combinations manifest no observed instances among the eighteen nations in the study. Only ten of the thirtytwo combinations are associated with greater than 0.5 membership of at least one nation, as shown in Ragin's Table 5 .8. The first row of that table, for example, is the (crisp-set) combination D = 0, U = 0, L = 0, I = 0, N = 1, or in notation I will employ, 'duliN'. Three cases (Greece, Portugal, and Spain) appear at this 'corner'.
To obtain values on 'duliN' (and on the other nine configurations) for each of the eighteen countries, I use the fuzzy-set codings for each of the variables (D, U, L, I, N) that Ragin obtains from his calibration procedure and displays in his the columns. This 18 × 10 array is shown as Table 13 .5 of this chapter. The same table also indicates which ten nations are coded high on 'democratic breakdown' (which I operationalize as fuzzy scores above 0.5).
To study dual intersections of cases (nations) and causal conditions, I perform a barycentric correspondence analysis on the table just described. The resulting twodimensional plot is shown in Figure 13 .4. Purely as an aid to interpretation subsequent to obtaining Figure 13 .4, I have circled most of the memberships greater than 0.5 (as these memberships appear in Table 13 .5). 1 Furthermore, Figure 13 .4 distinguishes causal combinations (shown as dark circles) from nations with low scores on democratic breakdown (shown as open circles) and from nations with high scores (greater than 0.50) on the breakdown variable (shown as open triangles in Figure 13.4) .
Perhaps the first point to note about Figure 13 .4 is that, along its most salient dimension, a set of highly developed, highly urban, highly literate, highly industrial, and highly stable countries -by name: the Netherlands, the UK, and Belgium -are separated from all the others. Moreover, we know (from Ragin's Table 5 .2) that these countries had exceptionally low scores on democratic 'breakdown.' Figure 13 .4 shows that the nations (indicated by open triangles) that did experience breakdown are to a considerable extent arrayed along the line (shown in the figure) that connects DULIN to duliN. Ragin's interpretation (in press, section 2.5) locates two paths to breakdown: DLIN and dui. Figure 13 .4 shows that the countries that experienced breakdown are (with the exception of Estonia) divided into opposite quadrants: Germany and Austria (sharing DLIN) are toward the lower left, in contrast to Portugal, Spain, Greece, Romania, Poland, Italy, and Hungary, all of which are in the upper-right quadrant. The latter quadrant is also the location for causal configurations duliN, dulin, duLiN, which share as a common denominator dui. Thus, the 'two paths to breakdown' identified by Ragin have a natural representation as oppositions in Figure 13 .4. Estonia is an exception. It has a high breakdown score (of 0.88) but is orthogonal to the line shown in Figure 13 .3 and appears in the lower-right quadrant. Like the countries at the upper right, Estonia is a strong member of causal configuration dui. However, like Germany and Austria, it has high literacy. Finland is very close to Estonia. If I had binarized 'breakdown' to include one additional country, Finland (with a breakdown score of 0.36) would have been the one added. Figure 13 .4 contains no insight that is not already present in Ragin's analysis (in press). It does, however, embed some of that insight within a somewhat wider tableau of cases and configurations; for example, clearly distinguishing the Netherlands, the UK, and Belgium (all DULIn) from the countries that did exhibit high breakdown. Figure 13 .4 does not provide a means for 'discovering' sufficiency -indeed, the dependent variable was not even included in the data (Table 13 .5) on which CA was performed -but it does add insight to a visualization of sufficiency, within a reduced-form map of the dual relation of causes and cases. 2
DISCUSSION: EXPLOITING THE DUALITY OF CASES AND VARIABLES
Ragin's work, and that of a broader community of researchers (see, for example, the work collected in Ragin and Becker, 1992) , develops a case-oriented approach to causal reasoning, one that requires 'a constant iterative engagement with social reality in a programme founded on integrative method' ON THE DUALITY OF CASES AND VARIABLES 255 (Byrne 2002, p. 156) . I have sought to build on and extend the idea that variables are constituted by the cases that comprise them, as well as vice versa. The principal machinery for such building has been barycentric correspondence analysis, a form of analysis that is especially well suited for set-theoretic work and its extensions. This chapter has not been simply an example of how correspondence analysis (CA), even in its barycentric guise, can be imported to aid in QCA. Rather, in the spirit of the iterative engagement to which David Byrne refers in the quotation in the preceding paragraph, QCA has been used to tailor correspondence analysis. For example, I have introduced to CA the concept of 'dependent variable' from the configurational world of QCA; such a concept most often has no place within CA. 3 Much more fundamentally, Ragin's (in press) reworking of fuzzy-set analysis provides a highly innovative sort of 'input' to CA (see Table 13 .5), one that has not heretofore been used with the CA approach.
One issue that is sometimes raised about QCA is that a relatively large number of causal combinations in the solution may all be presented as equally relevant. 4 For example, a QCA study of how courts interpret the law in their rulings in AIDS cases resulted in six simplified configurations for the thirtysix cases considered (Musheno et al. 1991, pp. 766-767) . New work on the concept of 'coverage' (Ragin 2006) speaks to this criticism to a considerable extent (see also De Meur et al. in press) . My discussion of Figure 13 .3 (as well as this chapter's Appendix) suggests that combinations can be ordered with respect to their association with the outcome variable. In addition, and in the spirit of duality that guides this chapter, barycentric CA provides ways to talk about importance of variable combinations by reference to the arrangement of cases in a dual case-variable space. Figures 13.3 and 13 .4 provide examples relevant to crisp-set and to fuzzy-set analysis respectively.
Another benefit of the linking of CA and QCA is that the joint approach provides a visual representation of key comparisons.
Thus, the CA representation could be used as a guide for case selection in the iterative process that leads from QCA analysis to the in-depth study of cases found to be interesting in the previous analysis. Comparative case-study research is always preoccupied with finding the 'best'cases to study in an in-depth manner. To take an example: Figure 13 .4 shows that the analyst need look at only one case in the DULIn cluster (where Belgium, the UK, and the Netherlands are situated similarly), and only one case in the duliN cluster of Spain, Greece, and Portugal. Figure 13 .4 also shows that the analyst needs to pay attention to Estonia versus Finland (as mentioned in my discussion of Example 2), but also to Sweden versus Austria, and perhaps to Germany versus Czechoslovakia. In short, assuming the right causal conditions have been selected, the dimensional portraits of barycentric CA set up a way of seeing one's way to the selection of cases for further in-depth study. This is another benefit of combining features of QCA and CA.
Finally, I would like to call attention to the way that the CA analysis treated highly correlated conditions (SIZE and GROWTH) in Table 13 .1. It equated these conditions by (in effect) taking the set-theoretic union of them, equating the two conditions in Figure 13 .1. The tendency of QCA is to complicate; as Charles Ragin pointed out in a personal communication, each new causal condition doubles the size of the analytic space formed by these conditions. Ultimately, there must be some redundancy among the selected causal conditions, and CA, as a data reduction technique, exploits that redundancy in a way that the more principled QCA cannot (by design).
At the broadest level, in this chapter I have tried to link the duality that has always been fundamental to Ragin's QCA with similar concepts of co-constitution among levels that have been used in social network analysis, in sociology more generally, and in somewhatrelated procedures (such as CA and the analysis of dual lattices). There is much more work to do along these productive lines of research. 
Correspondence analysis
The fitted cell values (F ij ) of the correspondence analysis (CA) of a rectangular table may be expressed as follows, with respect to the sum (N) of cases in the table and the proportion of all the cases that fall in each row (p i+ ) and the proportion of all cases that fall in each column (p +j ):
The ij are the interaction terms. If all ij = 0, then the correspondence analysis model devolves to the simple model of statistical independence. Above and beyond the independence model, the CA model posits that all interactions may be represented as a multidimensional structure:
where the analyst postulates M dimensions for rows (the r scores) and for columns (the c scores). We will call the r im scores and the c jm scores 'weighted scores' (following the terminology of Weller and Romney 1990, p. 62) . These scores are normed as follows:
where L m is the principal inertia (Blasius and Greenacre 2006 ; speaking somewhat loosely, L m is a descriptive measure of the association in the table that is accounted for by dimension m of the CA).
Barycentric correspondence analysis
Because we find it useful to do so, we may define transformations of the row and column scores (and, hence, alternative normings for them). For example, we may define transformations of the row scores as
(i.e., multiplying the row scores r im of eq. 2 by the fourth root of the principal inertia, L m ). Following terminology common in the literature, the row scores u im of eq. 4 are referred to as 'principal coordinates. ' We may choose to apply a different transformation to the column scores of eq. 2: Many common statistical packages perform correspondence analysis and identify scores normed to 'principal coordinates'and to 'standard coordinates.' Any of these CA programs can be used to construct a barycentric CA. For purposes of this chapter, the author used programs he wrote in the R language.
Degree of association of cases and causal combinations with the outcome variable
If the row scores and the column scores are the 'weighted scores' shown in eq. 2 and normed as in eq. 3, then Goodman (1996) shows that the interaction structure of the model may be written equivalently to eq. 2 as:
which 'says' that the association between row category i and column category j as postulated by the M-dimensional CA model is equal to the (Pythagorean) distance of row category i from the origin, times the distance of column category j from the origin, times the cosine of the angle formed by connecting the points representing both categories to the origin. This equation provides the basis for the geometric interpretation of 'degree of association' with the outcome variable in crisp-set analysis that I have illustrated in discussing Figure 13 .3 (in discussion of sufficiency analysis for the ethnic mobilization example). Substitution of eqs. (4) and (5) into eq. (2) shows that eq. (6) also holds if row scores (for points i) are normed to principal coordinates and column scores (for points j) are normed asymmetrically to standard coordinates, as is the case with barycentric CA. variable in the crisp-set analysis) and i ranges across all ethnic groups. Notice that the interaction scores in Table A -1 are proportionate to distances formed by the projections in Figure 13 .3. This result (on which see Goodman 1996) provides the foundation for thinking of 'degree of association' in Mobilization, the dependent variable of the crisp-set analysis, with respect both to cases and to configurations of independent variables (see Example 1, above).
above, Analysis of sufficiency).
